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borrows $5,000 from his bank, the bank gives him 
a credit in its books, so creating a deposit, while 
the advance to him is a corresponding asset A 

his credit, but as long as he and those 
he transfers it operate by cheque the in

bank to another,
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to whom
creased deposit goes from one 
and the volume of deposits is increased as long as 

A is outstanding. If cashPublished Eveey Friday.Established 1881.

F. Wilson-Smith, 
Proprietor.

the original advance to 
Akthuk H. Rowland, .# with(lrawtl] deposits arc reduced, but the cash, 

Editor. ------- latcr probably finds its way back to onesooner or 
bank or another.

(4) By an addition to the banks investments.
When the banks subscribe to Government loans 
War Loan, Treasury bills, Exchequer bonds, or 
whatever the form may be-they transfer cash 

Bank of England to the Government; they 
securities instead of cash, and their deposits 

first unaltered. The Government draws on
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its balance at the Bank of England to pay con-

BANK DEPOSITS AND INFLATION. I ^^VTms' reived 7nt7t>ZZnk?a7'*c-

„::.rvs HE
from $3,375,000,000 to $4,935*000*000» or *1,200, thc svCuritics for which they have subscribed. 
1X10,000. The banks’ investment holdings in the How inp,.ation is Caused.
same period increased from $570,000,000 to $1,490,- kar continucs the Economist, that in-
,xx),000, a growth of $920,000,000. These very ^ bankjng dcposits created by subscriptions
large increases are made the text for some instruct- banks to Government loans are an addition
ive comment in the London Economist's recently J buying power in the hands of the public, without 
issued banking numbe. comment which is of consi- corresponding increase « volume of ro
durable interest in Canada where the same condi- modities that ZJJmTnt

lions of large increases in bank deposits and holdings ^ tj(at iS| a risc in prices due to too
of securities by the banks have become established. ■>>’ ™ inereascs in lhc volume of currency, since 
Between July 3«st, I9«4. and September 30th, ,,eposits are potential currency. What is
,9,6. the total deposits of the Canadian banks wanted, in order to check t^pr^n‘kns P,” t a reduc- 
increased from $i.,*9.3.4.5»5 to $,,4^,3.^» » ^ ^
and their holdings of securities from $100,726,968 bon o s ’ subscribe for loans they hand over 
to $269,429,326. Uninstructed students of bank ^ ba,3nct.s to the Government, which
balance sheets are apt to assume, remarks the yf tlwm ollt, as above described, to c-mtractors 
Economist, that when the deposits rise this move- othcrs who pay them in to he banks agam,
ment can only be due to an increase in the wealth and the v"lu f̂vttJ«ssUy in Great Britain, 
of the community, and must, therefore be a symp- P^j^P o( thl. Economist,is more real .aying 
tom of progress and prosperity. Both in (.real rcaj investment in Government securities.
Britain and elsewhere increasing bank figures arc Th(, pubiic, it urges, should be induced, or, 1 
often pointed to as if they could only mean that. necessary, forced, to sa'^°"s!“(chm®r^ „ut the 

spitVof war. the world was increasing its wealth Oovernment may finance ^tself^ ^ ^ ^
with surprising and satisfactory success. In fact bank! may gradually liquidate their
it is necessary to distinguish between the different $ of securities tyid be ready to make those
processes by which an increase of deposits may ;l(lvunct.s t(, industry which the developments of 
1* brought about. It can he done in many ways. are likely to «quire. tothe
..I which the following art" ,h. rhi.f. , t fl.1CS

(,) B, „„ sddltk. to ,b, c,™,,,. .lock «1 ,h. MU*
gold, which is paid into the banks, making an . , to tbc Government, lhes? credits
increase in cash on one side and deposits on the hgve largt.ly increased the deposits of the banks, 
other of the balance sheet. as they have been mainly

(,) By the addition to the stock of legal tender Similarly other war ^"^detx'Bs B^in 
paper currency, which is paid in with a like result. has cont b t^d ^ domestk War ,.<ian there was 

Deposits through Loans. thall sufficient "real investment” available,
addition to the bank’s discounts, " d the banks were not called on for any contn- 

which create deposits. If A I bution.
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